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ContourTM Xtreme is a unique coating kaolin that combines high
brightness, high shape and fine particle size
Designed to provide a unique combination of coverage, gloss and print
quality in coated paper and board applications
Can be used to improve coating strength versus ultrafine glossing clays
and deliver cost savings through reductions in binder and thickener
www.imerys-kaolin.com

IMERYS KAOLIN IS THE GLOBAL
LEADER IN HIGH QUALITY SHAPE
ENGINEERED FINE KAOLINS
ContourTM Xtreme is a unique fine, high brightness, shape engineered kaolin produced in Georgia,
USA. It provides synergy with carbonates, combining the benefits of platy clays and fine glossing
clays. You can achieve superior gloss, coverage, brightness, strength, stiffness and print
performance in coated paper and coated board. The structured coating design offers better
optical synergy, replacing expensive pigments like TiO2 and plastic pigment. The increased water
retention in the coating allows you to reduce binder and thickener compared to ultrafine glossing
clays. The platy particles in the coating also improve sheet stiffness.
In light weight coated papers, ContourTM Xtreme will outperform standard delaminated or #1 clays where coating
coverage is a key driver for sheet gloss, smoothness and opacity. In coated board grades, ContourTM Xtreme in the
topcoat will reduce binder, improve smoothness and reduce cracking at the fold. The improved physical coverage
will also allow reductions in TiO2 in coated board grades with a darker base sheet brightness.
Contour™ Xtreme HS is a higher solids version of ContourTM Xtreme, and is recommended for coated papers where high solids and high
coater speeds are used. It works very well in replacing ultrafine glossing clays, while providing the same benefits of coverage optical
synergy and binder demand.
COMPARISON OF CONTOUR XTREME WITH UF HIGH BRIGHT CLAY IN A BOARD TOPCOAT

COATING STRENGTH IMPROVES CRACKING AT THE FOLD

UF High Bright Topcoat

Contour Xtreme Topcoat with lower binder and lower thickener

For further information about ContourTM Xtreme and ContourTM Xtreme HS, please contact your Imerys sales representative who will be able to assist you.
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